Complexity of nuclear and polysomal RNA from squid optic lobe and gill.
The sequence complexity of nuclear and polysomal RNA from squid optic lobe and gill was measured by RNA-driven hybridization reactions with single-copy [3H]DNA. At saturation, brain nuclear and polysomal RNAs were complementary to 22.8 and 7.9% of the DNA probe, respectively. Assuming asymmetric transcription, the complexity of nuclear and polysomal RNA was equivalent to 2.5 X 10(8) and 8.8 X 10(7) nucleotides, respectively. Approximately 80-85% of the sequence complexity of brain total polysomal RNA was found in the polyadenylated RNA fraction. In contrast to these findings, nuclear and polysomal RNAs from gill hybridized to 9.1 and 2.9%, respectively, of the single-copy DNA, values that were 2.5-fold lower than those obtained in the CNS. Taken together, the results focus attention on the striking diversity of gene expression in the squid CNS and extend to the cephalopod mollusks the observation that nervous tissue expresses significantly more genetic information than other somatic tissues or organs.